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May 8,2006

Commissioner James P. Madden
Santa Clara Superior Court
270 Grcnt Avenue, Dept 86
Palo Alto, CA 94306

Re: Kirsch v. Bush Ross Discoverv

Case number: 2-05-5 C-002g0g

Dear Commissioner Madden:

The court cturently possesses copies of Defendant's documents for purposes of in camers
review for purposes of determining vrhether they should be produced to me so I may
present my case. Since the Defendantt kept intemrpting me at the headng, out of respect
for the court's time, I am requesting lhat the court order the Defendant to furn over the
records.

As the court knows, per CCP 2017.10, the standard for what is discoverable is whether or
not I can show to the court that the documents are relevant and either (a) admissible
evidence or O) reasonably calculated. to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.
Furthermore, since this is small claims court, what is admissible evidence is very relared
compared with the nonnal rules. The court has very broad discretion in this regard.

The standard is not whether the Defe:ndant thinks the documents are relevant.

I am entitled to discover all documents related to any valid legal theory of liabilify
that I have alleged.

Furthermore, courts, in general, like 1o decide cases on their merits, in light of all the
relevant facts. In general, the courts favor over-disclosure, rather than under-disclosure.

I believe that the entire set of records are relevant because (as I argue below and in the
attachments) they are, in their entirerty, either related to determining whether Bush Ross
either (a) had actual notice (i.e., because they, in their totality show what Defendant knew
or should have known) of the junk ta'x that was sent to me or (b) could be deemed to be a
co-conspirator in the securities fraud and thus liable for any torts committed in
furtherance of the conspiracy including the sending of the fa>c I received.

Here me 16 reasons why the document request is relevant and why court should order the
Defendant to furn over the documents, now in the court's possessiono to me.
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#1: There is no downside to releasing the documents to me

If necessary, I am wiling to be subjected to a protective order limiting my use of the
documents solely to the presentation of my case in this present litigation.

Therefore, and in light of the fact that the documents are aheady produced and sitting in
chambers, there is absolutely no reason that this court should deny my request.

If the Defendant is right and the docuLments aren't relevant, then the court will ignore
them. But if I'm right and the documents are relevant and the court disallows them, then
the court will not be seeing the whole story. And these documents in their entirety are
critical to proving my case because each document adds weight to my arguments about
o'actual knowledge" of the pu{pose of the wires and to my arguments about the Defendant
being a co-conspirator since each and every wire transfers ADDS to my allegation that
Defendant KNEW they were aiding a conspiracy to commit stock fraud which is critical
to establishing liability for all the torts (such as my single fax) committed by the
conspiracy.

#2: Denying my request may result in suppressing critical evidence
If my request is granted, there is no risk of a miscarriage ofjustice. But to deny my
request is to risk withholding relevant evidence which can result in an improper outcome
because neither the cotrrt nor the Defendant is in a position to accurately judge
"relevance" at this point in the trial (see next poinQ

#3: Neither the court nor the Defendant is in a position to accurately assess, on a
"per document'basis, whether or not a particular document is relevant or not.
From the hearing today, it was evident that neither the court nor the Defendant is in a
position to assess, on a "per document" basis, whether or not a particular document is
relevant.

ln fact, neither the Defendant nor the court could decide which document(s) was or were
relevant at today's hearing. And this document(s) is(me) one(s) that the Defendant admits
is(are) relevant, but the Defendant couldn't identifr which document it was!

So if the Defendant can't do this. how can anvone believe that the court will be able to do
this?

Specifically, the Defendant initially claimed that only the fust Carnelot payment after the
fax was relevant. Then the Defendaill switched that position when I explained how
fax.com worked and claimed only the Camelot payment immediately prior to the fax is
relevant.

Oh really? How can the Defendant (who maintains they had no idea of who actually sent
the fa><es that they paid Camelot to send) know that? How can the court know that?
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I'm an expert on faxes and even I can't tell you, prior to seeing the transfers, which
one(s) are relevant!

For exarnple, what if my fa>r wasn't sent by fax.com? The Defendant doesn't know that.
Neither does the court. It could have been sent by Protus. And Protus might bill for faxes
after they are sent. Or maybe there was a special deal cut with fax.com? Or my fax might
have been send by another broadcaster.

Therefore, all wire transfers on and around that date would be relevant since it cannot be
proved which vendor(s) Camelot used to send my fax or how far in advance or in arrears
payment was arranged for my fax. If we had all documents from Camelot, we'd be in a
better position to assess that. But we don't have any documents from Camelot since they
didn't respond to any discovery. A 60 day range before and after the fax might
reasonably cover the possibilities for my argument that Bush Ross authorized the fa>r that
was sent. That is far broader than would have been contemplated by the Defendant, yet
that range can be reasonably shown to cover a ftmge that would produce admissible
evidence. Therefore, at a bare minimum, that entire range should be allowed since it is
within a relevant time period.

It is interesting that the Defendant purports to tell us exactly which wire request is
relevant. The ONLY POSSIBLE WAY for the Defendant to know which request is
relevant to my far is if the Defendant knew which fa>r broadcaster was used to send my
fax and what the specific payment terms that were negotiated with that vendor.

Therefore, the fact that the Defendant claimed to have this specificity of knowledge as to
which wire transfer is the relevant one is strong evidence that they knew who the forer
was and the payment terms.

Then, the fact they quickly changed their determination is evidence that they had no clue
as to who the forer was and their payment terms.

I think the latter is more likely. Therefore, they don't know which ones are relevant and if
they don't know, the court can't know either.

So the only safe course for the court is to allow all the documents to be discovered so that
I may choose the relevant document(s) for arguing my case.

Secondly, because the totality ofthe evidence I have collected over the pastZyears is not
in the possession of the court (I have admitted into evidence so far only a small fraction
of the underlying evidence I have collected), the court is not in a position to determine
whether or not a document is relevant on a document-by-document basis, but
should instead rule on the totality of my request, i.e., was the request itself reasonably
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence? I would argue that the request
meets that standard. Might my request also cover documents that are not relevant? Of
course- But that is not the standard. The standard is NOT that every single document
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you request MUST be relevant You are specifically allowed to discover documents so
long as the overall request is a reasonably calculated to uncover some relevant,
admissible evidence.

Suppose that on August 16,2004, Bush Ross transferred $lM to Don Oehmke. The court
could reasonably determine that such a wire transfer would not relevant to whether the
Defendant sent the fax that I am comptaining about. But it in fact, that particular
document may be the single most important piece of evidence in this case! But the court
would have no way to make that assessment because the court didn't know that on
August 11, Jere Ross sent me an email that criminal activity appears to be present in the
current case regarding his clients who include Oehmke. So that would make that wire
transfer to Oehmke a violation of 18 USC 1957, Engaging in monetary transactions in
property derived from specified unlawful activity. It can be argued that knowingly and
willfully violating that criminal statute (punishable by l0 years in prison) establishes
Defendant as a co-conspirator in the stock fraud that sent out the fax I received because
the Defendant at that time clearly knew his clients were crooks and helped them transfer
their funds regardless of that knowledge. And co-conspirators are liable for all torts
done in furtherance of the eonspiracy both BEFORE and AFTER the date that the
co-conspirator joined the conspiracy (see attached references such as the De Vries
case).

Therefore, that document which could be reasonably discarded by the court on a
document by document review, would in fact be highly relevant to this case and in fact
may be the single most relevant document to proving liability of the Defendant.

ll4:The fact that the Defendant is going to such great lengths to argue that these
documents are not relevant simply raises the question: if they arentt relevant, then
why are they trying so hard to keep them secret? What are they trying to hide here
that they do not want me to see?
Why is the Defendant putting up such a big fight if, as the Defendant claims, the
documents aren't relevant? Why is this such a big deal?

If the documents aren't relevant, then they aren't admissible and even if they were
admissible, by definition of relevance, they would not change the outcome.

I've already said (in point #1) that I'd agre€ to a protective order if necessary so the
documents can only be used in this case. So what's ttre harm in letting me see them?

Wouldn't it be MORE fair to everyone to allow the documents to be discovered so that
their relevance can be argued out in the open? That would give both sides a FAIR chance
to argue relevance.

Basically, the Defendant wants this to be an unfair fight.
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I believe that the documents contain admissible evidence that, when presented together
with other evidence I have in my possession (only a fraction of which is known to the
court), will prove the Defendant is liable for the faxes. I've describe such a case as with
the Oehmke exarnple above. That's why they are fighting so hard to make sure I can't see
them. Because they are relevant.

Suppose I had asked for Jere Ross's favorite cooking recipes and he had delivered them
to the court. These would clearly not be relevant to this case. But would Jere Ross put up
a fight to keep the court from tunring them over to me? I seriously doubt it. Why would
he waste his time? Those documents, even if admitted, would have no bearing on
determing liability for the cause of action.

So if the Defendant is telling this court the truth that these documents are not retevant,
then there is simply no harm to anyone in tuming them over as the court will simply
ignore them if I tried to use them in an argument for liability.

And the more the Defendant tries to argue that these documents aren't relevant, the more
suspicious the court should bethatthe Defendant is brying to hide something. The court
should ask itseli "if the Defendant is right and these documents aren't admissible, then
why are they bothering to put up such a big figbt about it?"

#5: Since the documents are already in the court's trrossession, and since I'm
agreeable to a protective order, there is no reason to disallow the discovery so that
the relevance can be argued in open court.
All the work has been done to assemble the documents. If it is just a question of
relevancy, then why can't we argue this in open court? That is more likely to lead to the
legally correct result than the court's hearing an argument as to relevance only from the
Defendant.

f#6: Javier Cuadra and Camelot were found liable in Califomia Superior Court for
the sending of junk faxes. So the records of wire transfers from Defendant to
Camelot would clearly be relevant to assessing the liability of Defendant for sending
my junk fax.
After today's hearing, I received a $96,000 judgment against Camelot and Cuadra for
sending junk faxes, including the fur in this case. Camelot was paid by the Defendant. I
believe the Defendant is jointly and severally liable for the fa>r I received. The fact I have
a judgment against Camelot for junk faxing is further evidence that the wire transfers to
Camelot are relevant. We just don't know which one so the are all discoverable.

#7: Certain key documents establish the Defendant as a co-conspirator. These
documents must be allowed. But the court can't make determine which documents
via an in camcra review.
Defendant axgues in his letter of May 5 on page 3, that these records "do not reflect upon
whether the Firm acted with tortuous or criminal knowledge." Thatos really comforting
that they think so. But how do I know that if I can't see the records? If there is a
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reasonable chance that the records might show something different than what the
Defendant maintains, then I'm entitled to see them. I've made arguments above that they
probably do (see the reference to 18 USC 1957 above). That alone provides sufficient
basis to release the records. The SEC determined thatalot of money went in to the Bush
Ross trust account after the stock trades. That timing wzu very close to when I can prove
that Ross knew for sure he was involved in criminal stock fraud. So all those trust
account records after he knew on or about August I l, are absolutely critical to proving
my co-conspiracy allegation which is directly relevant to proving liability for my cause of
action.

#8: Individually, it may be impossible for anyone to argue relevance for certain
documents,It is the documents collectively that I claim are relevant.
Referring to the attached documents , the Butler case established that attomeys can be
held liable (criminally in that case) for routine legal services. But it is the totality of those
services that established the liability. Taken individually, none of the services would rise
to the level of establishing liability. But when taken as a whole, they painted a damaging
picture.

Simiarly, a single trust account record is not very meaningful. But when taken as a whole,
they establish exactly what the Defendant knew about the transactions they were
conducting for their clients. Those facts are absolutely relevant to assessing whether the
Defendant either knew or should have known that the faxes that were authorized were
junk faxes or not and whether or not the Defendant could be judged to be a co-conspirator
(as pointed out in the attrachments referencing the Tranakos and Butler cases). Huge
numbers of transactions, large dollar amounts, unfamiliar vendors, etc. all will weigh as
evidence against the Defendant. And I believe these records will show all of that and
more. If they do, then they are all relevant and admissible.

#9: Certain documents will reveal the nanes of others who ordered the Defendant to
make wire transfers. These people could testify as to how much the Defendant knew.
This is very relevant.
I believe that the records will show that Fertina Turnquest didn't order all ttre
transactions. Those transactions not ordered by Fertina are clearly discoverable since they
would reveal the name(s) of additional people who may have personal knowledge of
what Defendant knew or didn't know with respect to transactions authorized by the
Defendant because these people personally ordered the Defendant to make transfers. I'm
entitled to know who those people are.

#10: Certain documents will reveal the names of others who received wire transfers
from the Defendant, These people could tetify as to how much the Defendant knew.
This is very relevant.
All transaction where the recipient is not previously known to me are also discoverable.
Those recipients were involved in the scam and may thus have information that may
implicate the Defendant. For exarnple, funds were wired to Paul Spreadbury, Spreadbury
kept records of his e-mails with Ross. One of those emails showed that after Ross found
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out about the fraud, he sent a copy of the press release he wrote to the perpetrators before
it was publicly released. Why would he do that? That is evidence that is consistent with
my allegation that Defendant is a co-conspirator. Would the court, on a document by
document review of the requested documents havercalized that Spreadbury had relevant
emails from the Ross? Of course not. That is yet another reason why all these documents
need to be released, rather than being decided on a document-by-document basis. There
is no possible way that the court could have known that the wires to Spreadbury (aka
Nosoonersaid) could have led to the discovery of admissible evidence.

#11: I believe at least one of the wires to Camelot Promotions will say that they were
to send faxes. But I dontt know which one(s). The court must let me see the
documents so I can find them.
It could be that another wire, other than the one used to send my fax, had a notation that
the wire was to send faxes. If so, that document is extremely relevant. It would be
ridiculous for me to have a subpoena that says, "produce the wire transfer that has a
notation that it was for sending faxes." It would mean that I knew what the documents
said. But that's impossible since I don't have the documents. It is unreasonable for me to
have asked for the documents in such a manner. I've made a very reasonable request for
documents; substantially the s€rme request the SEC and DOJ made.

#12: The documents in their entirety will reveal how much was paid in total for
what sewices.I will argue that these facts estabHsh the Defendant knew what was
going on and chose to look the other way. But I can only do that if I can introduce
into evidence all of the trust account records.
The total $$ amount of all the transactions and the recipients are very relevant to
establishing whether there is willful blindness as to what was transpiring which is
relevant to establishing whether the Defendant was a co-conspirator. And the only way to
make that argument is if all the documents are admitted.

#13: The documents in their entirety will reveal the total number of transactions
that were authorized by the Defendant. I will argue that these facts establish the
Defendant knew what was going on and chose to look the other way, But I can only
do that if I can introduce into evidence all of the trust account records.
The total number of the transactions are very relevant to establishing whether there is
willful blindness as to what was transpiring which is relevant to establishing whether the
Defendant was a co-conspirator. And the only way to make that argument is if all the
documents are admitted. 5 transactions would make that argument difficult. 400
transactions oyer the course of 60 days would make that argument much easier. How will
I be able to make my case to the court if the court doesn't allow me to see the documents
and admit them into evidence?

#14: The documents in their entirety may reyeal whether the Defendant was a co-
conspirator.
The illegal profits were wired out from the Defendant's client trust account to various
firrns. What if one ofthose finns was owned or controlled by Jere Ross? I'm entitled to
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look for that possibility because since he clearly participated in a criminal activity, there
is a reasonable possibility that Ross was being compensated for breaking the law. It has
been known to happen that otherwise honest people do criminal things especially when
there is big money involved.

For example, Sam Cuffin, a fonnerjudge and US Auorney was indicted on criminal
charges about amonth ago.

What's interesting is that Currinos law firm received funds that were fiansferred from the
exact same firm that ordered the illegal faxes in this case!

#15: The Defendant has a really bad track record as far as making a
recommendation to the courts as to the discoverability of these particular records
that I am requesting
In the SEC case, the Defendants argued that the records were protected by the attorney
client privilege. In the present case, the Defendants admit there is no such privilege. So
we shouldn't have believed them before. So why should we believe them now that in this
case, that only one page is discoverable whereas in the SEC case, all pages were
discoverable? We are supposed to believe them that none of the documents could provide
circumstantial evidence that they are a co-conspirator? I don't believe that and neither
should you.

In summary, my discovery request is limited in scope and more than reasonable. It is the
same request that was made in other two other cases (brought by the SEC and DOJ)
related to the stocks promoted by Defendant's clients. In both the civil and criminal
cases, these records were handed over, in their entirety, to the prosecution. They were
not given to the judge so that the judge could review in camer4 each and every document
and make a determination on a per document basis of which document might b€
discoverable or not. They were handed over in their entirety without objection, even
when the Defendant had no idea what the cause of action was (as in the DOJ case)!

[ 5imply ask for the same treafrnent here. These documents are not privileged. They are
not tade secret. They are not overly broad and burdensome because they've already been
produced. The Defendant simply feels, in the Defendant's own viewpoint, that they aren't
relevant. But that's not the standard for discovery. If any documents are not relevant, then
I will simply not use them or the court can ignore them.

I have argued here that the trust account records I have requested were reasonably
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence because the picture painted by
the totality of these documents is relevant to proving the Defendant knew or should have
known what was going on and also to proving whetrer or not the Defendant was a co-
conspirator. tn addition, there wlJ.l also be specific documents from this set that will be
relevant to my other allegations as well (such as the specific wire transfer that sent my
fax). I cannot tell you in advance which documents will be relevant. And neither can the
court, I've provided examples of why that is true in this letter.
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#16: Most of these wires were directed by Fertina Turnquest, an employee of a firm
owned by Howell Woltz who was indicted on criminal charges, is now sitting,
without bail, in a North Carolina prison, facing a sentence up to 60 years. There is
absolutely no reason why this court should decide in favor of protecting the wire
transfer requests from Mr. Woltzts lirm to the Defendant.
Since I'm agreeable to a protective order, no harm can arise from the release of these
documents. There is no downside. The only harm that will arise is that the truth about the
Defendant's knowledge of the conspiracy will be exposed. That is why the Defendant
doesn't want these documents released. Is the Defendant going to argue that Defendant is
protecting the court from seeing irrelevant information? That isn't avery compelling
argument.

I have provided 16 arguments of why my request is reasonable. But all you need to
believe is one of my arguments in order to grant my request to order the Defendant
to turn over the documents so that they can be admitted and I can use them to prove
my case.

The risk in the court trying to second guess my request and trying to determine on a
document by document basis which document is relevant is frought with problems as I've
pointed out. It will not maximize the chance that the court will learn the truth. And that's
the whole point of the legal system: for the court to learn the truth and administer
judgement.

On the other hand, allowing ALL the documents to be discovered maximizes the
chance that justicewill be sened with absolutely no downsides whatsoever to
anyone involved. So why not err on the side of truth and caution? There is no compelling
argurnent not to do so. That is what courts are supposed to do: find the truth and
administer justice.

I have also included four attachments that describe my arguments as to liability and
provide case references as to the law regarding liability of co-conspirators and, in
particular, the liability of lawyers. These references show that attomeys who fail to
properly scrutinize the actions of their clients can be held liable. Those eases are all based
on the totality of the knowledge of the attor:ney, not one or two specific documents.
IIow am f to show the court the infomation the attomeys were aware of if I cannot
discover these documents and admit these into evidence?
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Therefore, because I have shown that these documents are critical to proving my case,
and because they have already been produced to the court, there is little effor"t involved to
release these to me and in the interests ofjustice and fair play and in light of my
allegations and my arguments as to why the totality of these documents is relevant to
proving my allegations of both actuallknowledge and co-conspiracy, I pay that you will
grant my request to have the Defendant turn over all the requested documents to me so
that I can fairly present my case and the court can consider all the relevant evidence, and
not just the evidence that the Defendant wants the court to consider.

Finally, I remind the court that the standard I have to meet is only to show relevance to
my c:rse. The fact that the Defendant comes up with wonderful arguments why these
documents are not relevant is completely immaterial. As long as the court believes I have
met my burden by establishing a reasonable basis as to why these documents are relevant,
then thev must be admitted.

Sincerely yoFS,

Trl
cc:
Jeftey Snyder (via email)
Jere Ross (via email)

Attrachments
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Jere-Ross and the stock scafirmers

The following laws are relevant to what transpired here:

Page I of I

r erirLe-D,o-esnlt Pay --: Brr! Co,unseLlay
r U.LCQDE Title 18,1957. E
r US,LO_Df_Title 18,1343. Fraud W wire, radio, or television
r US CODE Tifle 18,4-,t{spnsrts!_affelaly

In particular, the Crime Doesnlt Pay -:- B_ut C-ouns_el Mey is an excellent overview. Here are some high points:

r Well-entrenched, expansive interpretations of these statutes enable the government to charge not only
corporations, their officers, and other principal offenders, but sometimes even their attorneys, based on
criminal acts by subordinate employees.

r Furthermore, although the offense of conspiracy necessarily involves two or more persons, the agreement may
be formal or informal, explicit or tacit, and may be prcven by purely circumstantial evidence

r ...the court's comment that one who acts in furtherance of a conspiracy may be presumed to be a
knowing participant. Thus, if nothing else, Tranakos underscores that attorneys rnust exercise caution to
prevent clients from using them, wittingly or unwittingly, to accomplish illegal ends. See also, United Sbtes v.
Enstam, 622 F.Zd 857 (sth Cir. 1980) cert. denied., 450 U.S. 912 (1981).

r "willful blindness" (aka the "Sgt Schultz defense") is not effective as a defense. Butler is important for several
reasons. It illustrates how criminal liability can be predicated on the provision of routine legal services, such as
forming corporations and negotiating realestate transactions. The defendant in Butler was convicted of thirty
six counts of wire fraud affecting a financial institution, each carrying a potential thirty year sentence, in
addition to other charges. If the attorney in Butler was not in fact aware of his client's fraudulent intentions,
the case also illustrates the danger of failing to scrutinize a client's motives and the risk that an
attorney will be convicted on the basis of "willful blindness" (that is, deliberate avoidance of positive
knowledge regarding the client's business), even if he or she lacked positive knowledge.

t  United Statesv.DeLucca,630F.2d294,3OL (5thCir.  1980),  cert .denied,450U.S.983(1981),  heldthatan
attorney had a duty to r€port a cocaine trafficking conspiracy that was formed in his presence

http ://wwwjunkfax.org/fax/profi les/wsp/bushrosslBushRoss.htm 5/812006



- Crirpe Doesn't Pay - But Counsel May by David F. Axelrod, W. Evan Price II and Justin A. Tho... Page 1 of 1

An attorney's participation in defrauding financial institutions and investors through the sale of
mortgage backed loans resulted in his conviction for racketeering and wire and bankruptcy fraud in
United Sfafes v. Butler,704 F.Supp. 1338 (E.D. Va. 1989), affd,9O5F.2d 1532 (4th Cir. 1990),
ceft. denied,498 U.S. 900 (1990). The court found that conviction was supported by evidence that
the attorney helped organize and finance the corporation that sold the securities, and that many of

^the fraudulent loans were closed at his offices. Evidence was also presented concerning the
defendanfs knowledge of his client's precarious financial condition (evidence which included the
defendant's efforts to collect his fee), which supported the conclusion that the defendant was aware
of the bankruptcy fraud.

Butler is important for several reasons. It illustrates how criminal liability can be predicated on the
provision of routine legal sewices, such as forming corporations and negotiating real estate
transactions. The defendantin Butlerwas convicted of thirty six counts of wire fraud affecting a
financial institution, each carrying a potential thirty year sentence, in addition to other charges. If
the attorney in Butler was not in fact aware of his client's fraudulent intentions, the case also
illustrates the danger of failing to scrutinize a client's motives and the risk that an attorney will be
convicted on the basis of "willful blindness" (that is, deliberate avoidance of positive knowledge
regarding the client's business), even if he or she lacked positive knowledge.

http ://www.vssp.com/ClWArticleslArticles I 02 8. asp 5/8t2006



In De Vries v. Brumback ( I 960) 53 C.2d 643, 2 C.R. 7 64, 349 P2d 532, M and B
conspired to and did rob a jewelry store of plaintiffs assignor. Then they met with
defendant, who joined the conspiracy to dispose of the properry. Some of the stolen
properfy was recovered; in this action for conversion defendant was held liable for the
value of the unrecovered part-$2l ,947.13. On appeal, he contended that, since he was
not a member of the prerobbery conspiracy, his tort was a new conversion when the
stolen goods were delivered to him, and, since all that he had was recovered from him, he
could not be liable in damages. His contention, based on the rule goveming criminal
conspiracy @eople v. Weiss (1958) 5A C.zd535,327 P.2d527),was rejected.

The court said: "There is a clear distinction in the law of conspiracy as applied to
criminal as differentiated from civil cases. . . . The gist of the crime of conspiracy is the
agreement to commit the unlawful act . . . , while the gist of the tort is the damage
resulting to the plaintifffrom an overt act or acts done pursuant to the common design."
(53 C.2d 649.) Hence, in tort a conspirator is a joint tortfeasor liable for all damages
irrespective of whether he was a direct actor. (53 C.2d 650.)



de Vries v. Brumback (1960) 53 C2d643 Page 1 of3

de Vries v. Brumback (1960) 53 C2d 643

ls_ F.20331
^ Cal Sup Ct'  Feb. ,19 ,19601

PAUL de VRIES, Respondent, v. JAiIES J. BRUMBACK, Appellant.

couNsEL
Lloyd M. Tweedt, Robert H. Thede and Derby, Cook, Quinby & Tweedt for Respondent.

Leo R. Friedman for Appellant.

OPINION

SPENCE, J.

On February 18, 1955, plaintiffs assignor, a San Francisco jewelry firm, was robbed of certain money, precious stones
and jewelry. Thereafter, in this action for conversion, plaintiffrecovered judgment against defendant James J. Brumback
for $2I,947.13, the value of the property that was taken in the robbery and was not subsequently recovered. Defendant
Brumback appeals on the judgment roll, contending that the findings do not support the judgment.

The pertinent findings of fact are: "V. On the lSth day of February,1955, Paul de Vries, Inc., a jewelry frm, owned
and had in its possession at its offices and salesrooms in San Francisco, California, money in the amount of $195.00, and
certain stock in trade consisting ofjewelry, diamonds and other precious stones; said stock in trade then and there had a
reasonable value of about $112,000.00.

"VI. On February 18, 1955, defendant Frank Mendes and others armed with dangerous weapons robbed said Paul de
Vries, Inc. and certain persons employed therein, of money and said entire stock in trade; that prior to said date, defendant
Frank Mendes, one Steve Sorrentino and others conspired and agreed with one Edward Bigarani that said Frank Mendes,
Steve Sorrentino and others should rob said Paul de Vries, Inc. and that said Edward Bigarani should receive the stolen
property from said robbers; that said robbery was committed pursuant to said conspiracy and the robbers delivered the

-'geater part of said stolen property to said Edward Bigarani shortly after the robbery had been committed; that {page 53
cal.2d 646\ defendant James J. Brumback was not aparl.y to and did not participate in said conspiracy prior to or during
said robbery. (Emphasis added.)

UVII. On February 18, 1955, within a few hours after said robbery, defendant James J. Brumback proceeded to the hotel
room of said Edward Bigarani in San Francisco, California, and then and there saw the greater part of said stolen property
in the presence of said Edward Bigarani and defendant Frank Mendes; that defendant James J. Brumback was then and
there made aware of said conspiracy insofar as it involved said Mendes as robber and said Bigarani as receiver; that with
said knowledge, defendant James J. Brumback joined, ratified and participated in said conspiracy; that the general purpose
of said conspirators was to convert all of the prope{y stolen in said robbery to their own use and benefit and said
conspiracy and its purpose had not terminated at the time said James J. Brumback joined, ratified and participated in said
conspiracy. Said defendant James J. Brumback thereupon took the greater part of said stolen property into his possession
and custody. @mphasis added.)

"VIII. The grcaler part of the stolen property was recovered from said conspirators. Money in the amount of $ 1 7 5.00
taken in said robbery was not recovered; jewel4r, diamonds and other precious stones, as itemized on plaintiffs Exhibit
Number 3 in evidence herein, taken in said robbery, were not recovered; the value of said unrecovered items set forth in
said exhibit was in the sum of $2I,772.13 at the time of said robbery; that by reason of the premises plaintiffs assignor
has been damaged in the total sum of $21,947.13." (Emphasis added.)

Upon these findings, appellant contends that he was improperly held liable for property over which he at no time
exercised any dominion and which was never in his possession. He argues that he was not a member of the prerobbery
conspiracy and that conspiracy terminated when, after the robbery, the "greater part of the stolen goods" was delivered to
Bigarani; that thereafter, when appellant received part of the stolen property, a new conversion was committe4 and his
liability cannot extend beyond the amount of goods he received; and since all such stolen goods that he received were
recovered, no damages could properly be assessed against him by reason ofthis second conversion.

But appellant misconstrues the import of the findings and the premise of his liability for damages in a civil action
involving {Page 53 cal.2d 647\ a conspiracy. The basis of the damage olaim was the alleged conversion of goods taken in a

.---robbery. [1] Conversion has been defined as "an act of wilful interference with a chattel, done without lawful justification,
oy which any person entitled thereto is deprived of use and possession." @rosser on Torts, 2d ed., p. 66; see 48 Cal.Jur.2d,
Trover and Conversion, $ 2, p. 536; George v. Bekins Van & Storage Co., 33 Ca].2d 834 ,837 1205 P.2d 10371; Gruber v.
Pacific States Sav. & Loan Co., 13 Cgl24 144, 148 [88 P.zd 1371.) [2] It is a continuing tort--as long as the person
entitled to the use and possession of his property is deprived thereof. Contrary to appellanfs argument, it does not
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necessarily end when the original wrongdoer transfers physical possession to another. [3] Likewise, a conspiracy to
convert is a continuing concert of action lasting so long as the agreement to exercise dominion over another's property
continues. The time when the coilrmon desigu of the conspirators is fully accomplished depends on the facts and
circumstances of each case, and on the nafure and purpose of the conspiracy--all matters for the determination of the trier'^ 
of fact. (11 Cal.Jur.2d, Conspiracy, $ 4, pp. 222-2t4.)

The case was tried upon the theory of conspiracy and the trial court expressly found that the general purpose ofthe
conspirators was to "convert all of the stolen property in said robbery to their own use and benefit and said conspiracy and
its purpose had not terminated at the time said James J. Brumback joined, ratified and participated in said
conspiracy." (Emphasis added.) True, the trial court found that Brumback was not a parly to the conspiracy prior to or
during the robbery, but tlat the conspiracy did not then terminate and Brumback within a few hours after the robbery
joined the preexisting conspiracy. [4] Apparently, disposition of the stolen property was a primary feature of the
conspiracy, and that had not been accomplished when Brumback joined it and thereafter aided in such disposition. (See
People v. Sorrentino, 146 Qalapp2d-149, 161 [303 P.2d 859].) As to Brumback's active participation therein, the court
found that he "took the greater part of said stolen properly into his possession and custody." Such overt act was clearly in
furtherance of the general plan of the conspirators to exercise dominion over all the property as against the owner and to
convert it to "their own use and benefit."

[5] As above noted, this appeal is one upon the judoment {Page 53 Ca1.2d648} roll alone, and the question of the
sufficiency of the evidence to support the findings is not open. (White v. Jones, 136 Cal.App.2d 567, 569 f288 P.2d 9131.)
[6] It therefore must be assumed that there was ample evidence to supporf the trial court's finding of a continuing
conspiracy to convert and dispose of the stolen property, and that Brumback joined and actively participated in that
existing conspiracy before its termination and with full knowledge of its scope and design. (See People v. Brumback,152
Cal.App.2d 386,391 I3l4 P.2d 981.)

[7] It is the settled rule that "to tender a person civilly liable for injuries resulting from a conspiracy of which he was a
member, it is not necessary that he should have joined the conspiracy at the time of its inception; every one who enters
into such a coillmon design is in law a paxty to every act previously or subsequently done by any of the others in
pursuanoe of it " (15 C.J.S. Conspiracy, $ 19, p. 1030; Peterson v. Cruickshank, 1,14 Cal.App2d-L48, 165 [300 P.2d 915];
Franck v. Moran, 36 Cal.App. 32,39 U71 P. 8411.) [8] Having been found to have joined and actively participated in the
continuing conspiracy to converl appellant became liable for the previous acts of his coconspirators under the rules
relating to civil liability, and the fact that some of the missing goods may never have come into his possession would not

-'absolve him from liability. (Smith v. Blodget, 187 Cal. 235,242I20I P.5841; Revert v. Hesse, 184 Cal. 295,30I [193 P.
9431; Lomita Land & Water Co. v. Robinson, 154 Cal. 36, 48 [97 P. 10, 1 8 L.R.A. N.S. 1 106]; Peterson v. Cruickshank,
supr4 144 Cal.App.2d i48, 168; State v. Day, 16CamW24:35, 551 [173 P.2d399]; Franck v. Moran, supra, 36
Cal.App. 32, 39; for other jurisdictions, see: Ellis v. Colorado Nat. Bank, 84 Colo. 266 [269 P . 997 ,999]; Western Homes,
Inc. v. Dishict Court, 133 Colo. 304 1296P.2d 460,4641; Peoples Loan Co. v. Allen, 199 Ga. 537 I34 S.E.2d 811,824f;
Bakerv. State Bank of Akron, 112Ind.App.6l2L44N.E.2d 257,2601; Hutson v.Imperial Royalties Co., 135 Kan. 718
[13 P.2d 298,302f; Hall's Adm'r. v. Hall, 285 Ky. 730 U49 S.W.2d 24,28]; Rosco Trading Co. v. Goldenberg fN.Y.l,
182 N.Y.S. 7ll,7l4; Muse v. Morrison, 234 N.C. 195 [66 S.E.2d 783, 785]; F. R. Patch Mfg. Co. v. Protection Lodge,
No. 215, LA.M., 77 Vt- 294 [60 A. 74,80, 107 Am.St.Rep. 765]; Eyak River Packing Co. v. Huglen, 143 Wash. 229 [255
P. 123,l26l;Lyle v. Haskins, 24Wn.2d 883 [168 P.2d797,807]; Lesnik v. Public Industrial Co.p., {page 53 car.2d,649}
I44F.2d968,973; United States ex rel. Marcus v. Hess, 41 F.Supp. 197,218.)

Cases cited by appellant are not in point. In Union Terminal W. Co. v. Roberti, 86 Cal.App. 636 [26] P.3247,
defendants were held liable only for conversion of that part of stolen goods which they bought from a thief but no
question of conspiracy between the thief and defendants was raised. Rozenberg v. Sund, 81 Ga.App. 356 [60 S.E.2d 3901,
and Wilson Cypress Co. v. Logan, 120 Fla. l241162 So. 4891, concerned purchasers in good faith of stolen
property.people v. Viets, 79 Cal.App. 576 [250 P. 588], and Garcia v. People, 88 Colo. 267 p95 P. 4911, are criminal
cases and are therefore not in point.

Appellant argues that his civil liability for the conversion of goods pursuant to a conspiracy is governed by People v.
Weiss, 50 Cal.2d 535 [327 P.zd 527].It was there held that a person who joins a conspiracy after its formation may not be
held "substantively liable" in a criminal action for the unlawful acts of his fellow conspirators committed prior to his entry
into the conspiracy. While the Weiss case at page 566 disapproved implications in several criminal cases, including
People v. Brumback, supra" 152 CalApp2d J86,39I-392, "that a defendant could be held retroactively liable for ... a
substantive offense [committed by conspirators before he joined the conspiracy]," it did not purport to discuss the law
governing a defendanfs civil liability for the prior acts of his fellow conspirators in furtherance of the common design.
(See Code Civ. Proc., $ 32.) Accordingly, appellant unavailingly cites the Weiss case in support of his claim that he

--.cannot be held civilly liable as ajoint torffeasor for all ofthe unrecovered property but only for such specific items as may
,rave come into his actual possession.

[9J There is a clear distinction in the law of conspiracy as applied to criminal as differentiated from civil cases- (Cf.
State v. Duncan, 64 Mo. 262,266, cited in People v. Weiss, supra, 50 Cal,2d 535, in footnote atpage 565, and Kennish v.
Saffor4 193 Mo.App.362 U84 S.W. 923, 926-9271.) The gist of the crime of conspiracy is the agreement to commit the
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unlawtul act (People v. Coric4 5-5 CeLAppJd 130 , 134-135 U30 P.2d 164l; L 1 Cal.Jur.2d Conspiracy, $ 11, p. 231),
while the gist of the tort is 1fos damage resulting to the plaintifffrom an overt act or acts done pursuant to the cofllmon
design. (Mox Incorporated v. Woods, 202 CaI.675,677 [262P.3021;Henon v. Hughes,25 Cat.555, 560; James v.
Herbert, {Page 53 cal.2d 650} l49lalapp?_U41_,746l3W P.2d9l); Schaefer v. Berinstein, 140__C_al.ApJ.2d278,293 [295
P.2d 1131; 11 Cal.Jur.2d Conspiracy, $ 47, pp. 272-273.) [10] In tort "the major significance of the conspiracy lies in the
fact that it renders each participant in the wrongful act responsible as a joint tortfeasor for all damages snsning from the
wrong, irrespective of whether or not he was a direct actor and regardless of the degree of his activity.' (Mox Incorporated
v, Woods, supr4 202 Cal. 675,677-678.)

[11] Here the findings establish that appellant within a few hours after the robbery, joined the continuing conspiracy to
convert and with full knowledge of the prior acts of his coconspirators, actively participated in the overall purpose to
convert all of the stolen property to their use and benefit. As such active participant, appellant was a joint tortfeasor liable
for the entire damage done in pursuance of the cofilmon design. In such circumstances, the question of whether or not all
or any part of the unrecovered stolen property ever carne into appellant's personal possession is immaterial.

Thejudgment is affrmed.
Gibson, C. J., Traynor, J., Schauer, J., McComb, J., Peters, J., and White, J., concurred.
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Kirsch v. Bush Ross Case number: 2-05-SC -002909

We all a€ree that Kos, Jaynes, and Oehmke were the principals behind the fraud.

Quesfion before the court
Whether a lawyer who followed instructions from his clients to wire tansfer funds can be
held liable for the junk faxes that were sent as a result of those transfers.

Law: direct liability
o If you are an agent and you knew or should hsve lmown what you were doing,

you are liable, €.9., a bank isn't but someone who knows pu{pose of a wire is.
o Lawyers are required to knowthe purpose of the wires from customertrust

accounts (Florida Bar rule)

Law: conspiracy
o Conspirator is someone who knows and takes action to firrther the conspiracy
o Co-conspirators are liable for all torts committed in furtherance of the objectives

of the conspiracy
o Even lawyers be held to be a conspirator if you merely act in accordance with the

conspiracy based on circumstantial evidence which is why lawyers should always
scrutinize the motives of their clients. See
http://wwwj unkfax.org/faxlprofi les/wsp/bushrosslBushRoss.htm for case
citations.



Kirsch v. Bush Ross Case number: 2-05-SC-002909

Evidence
Evidence Lesal sisnificance
400 pages of wire transfers! 5 or 10 might
be excusable, but not 400.

Should have known

The wires were authorized not by the
clients, but by an offshore person

Should have known.

The money got wired in from strange
sounding names, all in foreign jurisdictions

Should have known.

Large $ over short time period Should have known.

Ross knew clients were in business of
promoting penny stocks (from emails)

Should have known.

It was the perpetraton that terminated
Ross, not Ross that resigned when he
"found out"

Ratification through failure to repudiate.

The wire transfers themselves indicted they
were for fa:<es. Since $400K in faxes, how
can those be legal faxes?

He knew.

Ross wrote the press release on Aug 11 Establishes an unambiguous point at which
Ross knew what was goins on.

The $2M wire to Oehmke after Ross wrote
the press release (and thus knew they were
crooks) is an act that legally makes Ross a
co-conspirator.

Makes Ross a conspirator since this was a
criminal act that they did with full
knowledge it would help the conspirators
hide their funds from the authorities

Florida Bar rules require knowledge of
what the wire was for

Should have known



Steve Kirsch
13930 La Paloma Rd Los Altos Hills, CA 94022

(6s0) 279-1008fm: (408) 716-2493

Case number: 2-05-SC-002909

Agenda
o This is ajunk fax case.
o Last time, there was a decision on PJ based on written documents submitted to the

court. Your decision on PJ was correct. Courts throughout the country have held
special jurisdiction against the sender in the location where the fax was received.
My burden was a prima facie case to establish liability. The Florida Bar requires
attorney to know. Plus the bank records show a large number of high $
transactions over a short period of time. Attorneys have a duty to scrutinize the
transactions. Therefore, the evidence I presented establishes that a reasonable case
can be made that they either knew or should have known the purpose. Therefore,
there is no doubt that this court has jurisdiction over the defendant.

Key things that make them liable
1. Legal obligation to know purpose of trust account transactions
2. Transactions were of (1) high $ amount over (2) short period of time to (3)

strange people (a) for pu{poses that were nebulous; a lawyer is required by case
law to not be an unwitting participant in a crime. They did not scrutinize these
transactions; they blindly trusted the client. negligence is not an affirmative
defense.

3. Ross knew before the msg to spreadbury that Kos was doing illegal stuff so he
should have immediately dropped Kos, and not continued to give them legal
advice about what to put in their press release

4. Levenson (Kos's attorney) dropped Bush Ross. It should have been the other way
around that Bush Ross should have dropped them as a client

5. They benefited from the legal fees they billed for their services (so they can't say
they didn't benefit by helping out the evildoers)

6. They wired out the funds to their clients after they knew that money was derived
from illegal activity. That's a crime to have made that transfer and it makes them
a co-conspirator because they knew their clients were crooks yet helped them get
their cash anyway.

My purpose is to enforce the law. To let the lawyers know that this behavior subjects
them to civil and criminal liability. By holding them liable, we accomplish a public
service that this frm will be much more diligent in scrutinizing their behavior in the
future. If this court does nothing then it will be "business as usual."

Page I
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Overuiew
This is case about a junk fax I received at my home (in exhibits binder).

After 3 months of investigation, documented with over 500 MB of data (highlights in
exhibit binder), I concluded that one of the senders of my fax was the law firm of Bush
Ross who I believe, based on the evidence I obtained, was a knowing co-conspirator in
one of the largest penny stock pump and dumps in US history. That evidence led to the
SEC bringing civil charges against some of the evildoers and the FBI and DOJ are now
preparing to bring criminal charges against the others involved.

I confronted Bush Ross and Jere Ross with my evidence and asked them repeatedly to
explain what appears to be very incriminating evidence.

They refused every single time. They told me I'd have to sue them in Florida if I wanted
an answer. Why would they do that if they are truly blameless? If they are going to have
to explain it anyway in court, it's cheaper and easier to take l0 minutes to explain how
the evidence didn't implicate them outside of court and explain the misunderstanding.
Also, I created a web page "is jere ross a crook" which is added incentive for them to
explain.

Secondly, they wrote a letter sayng they did nothing wrong and that I'm imagining this
stufl If they are truly blameless, I would have expected a letter saying "he's right. We
did make those payments. We did help the bad guys. But we were completely duped and
we af,e trying to gather evidence that will prove that." But they didn't do that. Why?

Main questions before the court
Questions of fact
1. Was my fax sent due to a payment that came from or through the law frm?
2. Did the law firm know the purpose of those transfers?
3. Did they know that their clients were errgaged in securities fraud and help them

achieve it?
4. Were the fores that were sent out sent to achieve the result of securities fraud?
5. Was Jere Ross acting in his capacity as member of the finn relative to these

events?

Question of law
6. If a law firm knowingly helps a client by sending out junk faxes on behalf of a

client and the funds are the client's firnds in a separate trust account, can the law
frrn be held directly liable as the agent of the sender of the fa:<es?

7. Is negligence (willful blindness) an affrmative defense, i.e., can a law firm escape
liability if they claim they didn't know what the money was being used for even
though they have a legal obligation to know? i.e.,

8. Was the law finn a co-conspirator in securities fraud, i.e., know and help?

Page2
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g. As a co-conspirator, are they liable for all torts committed by the conspiracy in
furtherance of the objectives of the conspiracy?

10. Is Bush Ross liable for the actions of member and co-founder Jere Ross through
respondeat superior or vicarious liability?

Then address each point one at a time until the court is satisfied.

Quesfions of fact
1. Did the funds to pay for my fax come from the Bush Ross Trust Account? A: The

bank records are unambiguous and unchallenged.
2. Did Jere Ross authorize those transfers? Their letter admits that he was the only

member of the firm involved. Therefore, he was the one.
3. Did Jere Ross know the purpose of the transfers? The law requires him to know.

He's a smart guy. Lot of big transfers. Knew business of clients. Most
important$, he ratified by failing to repudiate inthe email to Spreadbtry. He
clearly knew they were crooks at that point since his press release pointed that
out, but he was still helping them.

4. did jere ross know what his clients were doing? he paid all the contractors, drafted
contracts, reviewed promotions, reviewed press releases, talked to Kos all the
time. How could he NOT know? And uzhen the scam was obvious, he continued
to help them. So that also makes it more likely than not that he knew he was
helping them commit securities fraud.

5. did jere ross intentionally participate? how else can we explain the fraudulent
press release and the pre-public disclosure to them?

6. did jere ross knowingly help the evildoers commit securities fraud? how else can
we explain the fraudulent press release and the pre-public disclosure to them? that
ratified that his earlier behavior. A honest lawyer wouldn't have done that: help
the bad guys commit a crime. That email on the press release was a big mistake
that exposed Ross.

Questions of law
1. Did Bush Ross have alegal duty under Florida Bar Rules to know the purpose of

each trust account transaction? Clearly the answer is yes. Therefore, they "should

have" known (i.e., had "actual knowledge"). Negligence ("willfulblindness") is
not an excuse.

2. Is Ross a co-conspirator? The law defines a co-conspirator as intentional
participating with knowledge of the object to be attained. Tranakos that "one who
acts in furtherance of a conspiracy may be presumed to be a knowing participant.
Thus, if nothing else, Tranakos underscores that attorreys must exercise caution
to prevent clients from using them, wittingly or unwittingly, to accomplish illegal
ends. Butler illushates the danger of failing to scrutinize a client's motives and the
risk that an attorney will be convicted on the basis of .willful blindness" (that is,

Page 3
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deliberate avoidance of positive knowledge regarding the client's business), even
if he or she lacked positive knowledge. Although the offense of conspiracy
necessarily involves two or more persons, the agreement may be formal or
infornal, explicit or tacit, and may be proven by purely circumstantial evidence.
Is Bush Ross liable as a sender under the TCPA? Advertiser, and agents of the
advertiser, are both liable. Bush Ross wzm an agent of the advertiser, probably
hired to conceal the true source of the frrnds. TCPA is strict liability so intent and
knowledge doesn't matter. They paid fax.com in advance which caused the faxes
to be sent out.
Is the firm liable for Ross's actions? He was at all times acting within the scope of
his employment. "vicarious liability" Parties that may be charged with vicarious
liability are generally in a supervisory role over the person or parties personally
responsible for the injury/damage. The implications of vicarious liability are that
the party charged is responsible for the actions of their subordinates.

Liahility
Bush Ross is liable if either (a) Jere Ross is a co-conspirator or (b) Jere Ross knew, or
should have known, the purpose of those wire transfers.

There are two different theories of liability, each independent and suffrcient to establish
liability of Bush Ross:

o A member of the fitur knew the purpose of the wire transfers (due to either/or the
(a) legal responsibility to have known (which is suflicient alone) or O) the fact
that the attorney knew so much about the business and should have known what
was going on from all of the transactions that were happening (see evidence table)
or (c) that the attorney was imputed to have known by virtue of the attorney being
a co-conspirator since that attomey acted in furtherance of the conspiracy and
continued to do so even after it was obvious to the attomey that illegat acts were
happening, the attorney continued to aid the conspiracy by providing a
confidential press release) and authorized the transfers to an agent that was
operating within the scope of their agency when they caused the faxes to be sent
out

o Because they had knowledge they were doing something illegal (the legal
requirement for them to know the purpose of each transaction means they had
"achlal knowledge" since they knew or should have known) and then participated
knowing it was illegal (by going through with the authorization), a member of the
finn was a co-conspirator in the securities fraud, making them liable for all torts,
including the sending of the junk fax. Jere Ross ratified his actions via the
Spreadbury email.

) .

4.
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21 Factors that hurt Bush Ross
l. Ross admitted to me in an email on August 15,2004 that his clients were probably

involved in criminal activity
2. The firm lied about the fores and acts like it knows nothing about the faxes that were

sent even after the bank records showed they paid for the faxing (letters sent to the
court)
TCPA is a strict liability statute. If you authorized the faxing, you're liable.
Bush Ross isn't a "bill paying service"; trust accounts are supposed to be used for a
legal purpose such as esgrow in a complex transaction
Florida Bar rules impute upon them a duty to know the purpose, e.g., copy of invoice
There is nothing compelling them to blindly follow their client's directive on the trust
account. Ross could have dropped them as a client rather than help them do illegal
stuff.
Ross is familiar with Oehmke's business who i believe is a long-term client.
Ross is familiar that Kos is involved in pump and dump because he did contracts and
reviewed ad copy (per emails) and because he spoke with Kos "all the time"
It is very suspicious that Kos who is in Canada uses a lawyer in Florida. Why didn't
Ross ask any questions.

10. Huge QUANTITY of wire transfers AND huge $ AMOUNT over a short period of
time. Any reasonable person should be very suspicious.

11. Ross handled all of Kos's financial affairs. Why? What was the justification for that?
12.T\ey tried to quash my subpoena citing reasons that they don't know. This is a clear

sign of desparation. Why would an innocent party be so desperate to cover up the
truth?

13. They ignored repeated requests to explain away the evidence I had obtained. Instead,
they said "I'd never prove if'and that *I'd have to sue them in Florida" if I wanted an
answer. Why the belligerant attitude if they are innocent? why not just explain it
instead of spending tens of thousands of dollars on legal fees?

14. Ross's email to Spreadbury with the press release attachment proves that he's a
willing and knowing co-conspirator who is actively helping the evildoers. There is no
other explanation and Bush Ross has not provided one despite repeated requests.

15. The law says he's liable: "one who acts in furtherance of a conspiracy may be
presumed to be a knowing participant" (Tranakos). That is why lawyers have to be
very careful to scrutinize the motives of their clients. (In this case, it appears Bush
Ross wants us to believe their willful blindless defense which is not a defense because
even today they still are willfully blind and there is no excuse for that since the
evidence is clear...

16. The evidence is crystal clear...Bush Ross authorized wires to pay for the illegal fares
(including mine)

17. The evidence is crystal clear (when I get the trust records)...Bush Ross
KNOWINGLY authorized transfer of illegal profits in violation of federal law (trust
fund uansfers AFTER Jere Ross's press release)

9.

Page 9
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18. Jere Ross is a super smart guy. One of the top lawyers in Florida. Does anyone really
believe a2bitcon artist like Kos is going to pull a fast one on Ross and keep him in
the dark while Ross does his dirfy work without suspecting a thing? I don't think so.

19. They lied to the court claiming no involvement in the federal investigation. What else
are they hiding?

20. They have to be lying to the court because 1) they state Iom lying (how can they know
that especially after viewing the bank records showing their account sent the fax) and
2) how can they KNOW they weren't an agent of their clients in sending the fax (as
they state in their letter) unless they know the true purpose of every wire toansfer they
approve?

21. Their only counter arguments are simply denials with no other evidence. All
accusations are simply accusations with no evidence in support other than their own
statements.

Page 10
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Legal reference on liability

California has adopted the common law rule for subjecting a defendant to liability for
aiding and abetting a tort. *'Liability may . . . be imposed on one who aids and abets the
commission of an intentional tort ifthe person (a) knows the other's conduct constifutes a
breach of duty and gives substantial assistance or encouragement to the other to so act or
(b) gives substantial assistance to the other in accomplishing a tortious result and the
person's own conduct, separately considered, constitutes a breach of duty to the third
person.' (Saunders v. Superior Court (1994)27 Cal.App.4th832,846; Rest.2d Torts, g
876.)" (Fiol v. Doellstedt (1996) 50 Cal.App.4th 1318, 1325-1326.)

California courts have long held that liability for aiding and abetting depends on proof the
defendant had actual knowledge of the specific primary wrong the defendant
substantially assisted. In Lomita Land & Water Co. v. Robinson (1908) 154 Cal.36
(Lomita), the Califomia Supreme Court explained this requirement in the course of
affirming a judgment against two defendants for aiding and abetting a fraudulent land
sale scheme engineered by two others. The court stated, "The words 'aid and abet' as
thus used have a well understood meaning, a16 may fairly be construed to imply an
intentional participation with knowledge of the object to be attained." (Id. atp. 47, italics
added.) Finding the defendants had "actual knowledge of all the facts relative to- the
scheme and "knowingly" assisted in its "consummation," the court concluded they were
rightly held liable for aiding and abetting the fraud. (Id. at p. 48.)

In Howard v. Superior Court (1992) 2 Cal.App.4th745, the court stated that "'[a]iding-

abetting focuses on whether a defendant knowingly gave o'substantial assistance" to
someone who performed wrongful conduct. . . .' [Citation.] [T] . . . [A]iding and abetting
. . . necessarily requires a defendant to reach a conscious decision to participate in
tortious activity for the purpose of assisting another in performing a wrongful act." (Id. at
pp.748-749, italics added.) Likewise, Gerard v. Ross (1988) 204 Cal.App.3d968,
articulated the knowledge required for aiding and abetting as follows: "In the civil aren4
an aider and abettor is called a cotortfeasor. To be held liable as a cotortfeErsor, a
defendant must have knowledge and intent. . . A defendant can be held liable as a
cotortfeasor on the basis of acting in concert only if he or she knew that a tort had been,
or was to be, committed, and acted with the intent of facilitating the commission of that
tort." (Id. at p. 983, italics added.) Of course, a defendant can only aid and abet another's
tort if the defendant knows what "that tort" is. As the Supreme Court put it in Inmita the
defendant must have acted to aid the primary tortfeasor "with knowledge of the object to
be attained." (Lomita" supra, I54 Cal. atp.47.)

Conclusion: Any substantive act by any party to the conspiracy, establishes the liability.
The act need not be the sending of the fax. Similar to when conspirators decide together
to take steps to rob a bank. Then they purchase the getaway vehicle for the next day's
robbery. The act of robbery need not yet have taken place for them to be guilty of
conspiracy to rob a bank. The purchase of the getaway car is suffrcient for purposes of
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establishing liability for the conspiracy to rob. Similarly, Jere Ross is a co-conspirator at
the moment he knows of the scheme and knowingly commits anactthat helps it.
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